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Overview of cough and cough hypersensitivity 
syndrome

Cough is an important physiological response to airway 
irritation but can become excessive and problematic in 
disease. The characteristic cough motor pattern is relatively 
simple, consisting of an initial inspiration, a brief expiration 
against a closed glottis and finally forced expiration with 
the glottis open (1,2). This motor pattern generates large 
airflow velocities that effectively clear the airways of irritant 
material. Accordingly, cough plays an essential role in 
maintaining airway patency in both health and disease. 
However, despite the simplicity of an observable cough, the 
underlying neural mechanisms that lead to the production of 

a cough motor pattern can be quite complex. Firstly, cough 
can be initiated purely reflexively, mediated by the detection 
of irritant stimuli in the airway tree by vagal sensory nerve 
fibres leading to cough induction via the brainstem without 
any conscious control or regulation (3,4). Additionally, 
cough can occur with varying levels of volitional or 
cognitive control. Indeed, cough can be initiated at will, 
with or without any sensory input from the airways, and 
it can also be effectively suppressed, both consciously and 
subconsciously, even at times of strong peripheral sensory 
drive (5,6). This highlights some of the complexities in 
understanding the neural processes that control coughing, 
which is further complicated by multiple types of sensory 
neurons and receptors in the airways for detecting different 
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cough stimuli and multiple levels of the central neural axis 
contributing to the integration of reflexive, affective and 
cognitive processes, all of which are capable of differentially 
regulating cough motor commands (7). It is therefore not 
surprising that our understanding of how cough becomes 
excessive and troublesome in disease is still rudimentary, 
which in turn translates to a lack of effective antitussives for 
relieving troublesome cough without disrupting the vital 
reflex needed for normal pulmonary health. 

Chronic cough is defined as cough lasting longer than 
8 weeks in the absence of any bacterial or viral infection 
(8,9). It can be a difficult to treat symptom in respiratory 
medicine as it often fails to respond to common disease 
modifying therapies (chronic refractory cough) and can 
be present in patients without any identifiable associated 
disease (chronic unexplained cough) (10,11). Patients 
with chronic cough often develop other physical and 
psychological co-morbidities, in part because troublesome 
cough can persist for many years (12). Such patients can 
cough many hundreds of times a day, severely impacting 
their personal relationships, capacity to work, social life and 
their overall quality of life (13). Regardless of the aetiology, 
chronic cough is now widely considered a syndrome (cough 
hypersensitivity syndrome) characterised by troublesome 
coughing to low level stimuli ,  consistent with an 
upregulation of activity in the neural circuits that ordinarily 
regulate coughing (14,15). Neural hypersensitivity is argued 
to reflect the clinical observation that cough can be more 
easily triggered by tussive stimuli (hypertussivity) as well as 
by stimuli that would be considered innocuous in healthy 
people such as talking, laughing or eating (allotussivity) 
(16,17). In addition, cough hypersensitive patients present 
with decreased stimulus thresholds for perceiving an airway 
irritation and a reduced capacity to suppress evoked cough 
in response to inhaled irritant stimuli in the laboratory 
(18,19). This argues that changes in cough neural activity 
can occur at multiple locations within the neural circuits 
that ordinarily regulate coughing. In this brief review, we 
summarise the emerging literature describing the peripheral 
and central neural processes that likely contribute to cough 
hypersensitivity and relate this to the recent advances made 
in developing novel antitussive therapies. 

Neural mechanisms involved in cough

Peripheral cough sensors

The airways and lungs are densely innervated by heterogenous 

populations of peripheral sensory fibres, most of which 
are vagal in origin and differentially respond to a range of 
chemical and mechanical stimuli (20). The vagal neurons 
originate from two anatomically and embryologically 
distinct collections of cells known as the jugular (superior) 
and nodose (inferior) vagal ganglia, situated bilaterally 
within the vagus nerves near the base of the skull (20,21). 
Each neuron sends a peripheral axon that terminates within 
the larynx, bronchopulmonary airways or lung parenchyma, 
and a central axon that terminates in the brainstem, 
allowing for peripheral stimuli to be sensed and then 
relayed to central neural circuits that control respiratory 
physiology. The pattern of peripheral innervation by jugular 
and nodose neurons, and their physiology, differs and this 
is important with respect to cough. Jugular-derived sensory 
neurons are exclusively chemosensitive (mostly ‘C-fibre’ 
axons responding to a wide range of chemical stimuli) and 
primarily terminate in the larynx, trachea and mainstem 
bronchi (20,22). By contrast, most nodose-derived sensory 
neurons terminate in the intrapulmonary airways (20,22), 
although a small number of specialised (Aδ-fibre) nodose 
neurons, highly sensitive to mechanical depression of the 
airway epithelium and surface liquid acidification, have 
terminations that are restricted to the larger airways (4,23). 
Because cough is most readily induced from the larynx, 
trachea and large airways, by both chemical and mechanical 
stimuli, it is believed that both the jugular chemosensitive 
terminals and the specialised nodose ‘cough receptor’ 
terminals are wired centrally to encode for coughing. 

The existence of two primary sensory neural pathways 
for cough allows for effective pulmonary defence against a 
wide range of physical and chemical irritants. For example, 
jugular cough-evoking chemoreceptor neurons often 
have terminals that interdigitate with epithelial cells and 
are exposed to the airway lumen (20,23). These terminals 
respond to an array of chemical irritants, including 
exogenously inhaled chemicals and endogenously produced 
inflammatory mediators, which concentrate in the mucosa 
and lumen and as such this pathway is likely needed for 
defence against volatile agents entering the airways as well 
as cough accompanying airways inflammation in disease (20). 
A substantial body of evidence also points to this sensory 
pathway as playing a role in the perception of airway 
irritation, especially from the larynx (13,24,25), suggestive 
of neural inputs from jugular neurons ascending the 
neuraxis to reach higher brain levels. By contrast, nodose 
cough receptors are largely not chemosensitive (with the 
exception of their sensitivity to acidification) (4). They also 
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do not respond to airway stretch, which would ordinarily 
accompany breathing (4). Instead their position in the 
airway wall (23) and responsivity to epithelial ‘touch’ and 
rapid surface liquid acidification suggests that these neurons 
play an essential role in defending against aspiration, 
particulate matter inhalation and possibly excessive mucous 
accumulation. Consistent with this, cough evoked by 
this pathway is extremely rapid and often less subject to 
volitional control (26), perhaps typical of a hardwired neural 
brainstem circuit for defence against stimuli that could 
obstruct airflow with dire consequences. 

Central processing of cough

Vagal sensory information from the airways and lungs is 
first processed in two termination sites in the brainstem: 
the nucleus of the solitary tract and the paratrigeminal 
nucleus (27). Anatomical tracing studies in rats and 
guinea pigs have shown that jugular and nodose ganglia 
differentially innervate these two regions. That is, the 
nodose sensory neurons terminate almost exclusively in the 
nucleus of the solitary tract, while jugular sensory neurons 
predominately terminate in the paratrigeminal nucleus 
(28,29). Experiments in laboratory animals have confirmed 
that cough can be modulated by inhibiting sensory neuron 
inputs at either of these brainstem sites, dependent on 
the nature of the tussive stimulus (30-33). The nucleus 
of the solitary tract and paratrigeminal nucleus connect 
widely to medullary and pontine networks responsible for 
cardiorespiratory control and respiratory pattern generation 
via which automated motor responses, including cough, 
are encoded (3,34,35). Recent studies using functional 
brain imaging during tussive challenges, for example with 
inhaled capsaicin, suggest that similar brainstem circuitry 
exists in humans, with capsaicin-evoked activations reported 
within regions encompassing the nucleus of the solitary 
tract, paratrigeminal nucleus, spinal trigeminal nuclei and 
cardiorespiratory processing regions equivalent to the 
ventrolateral medulla and midline raphe (36). 

Cough stimuli can induce a perception of airway 
irritation (37). Sensory experiences associated with airway 
irritation (typically characterised as a burning, scratching 
or itching sensation) that drive the desire to cough are 
clinically referred to as the urge-to-cough (13). This 
argues for airway vagal sensory inputs ascending the 
brain, beyond the bulbar processing nuclei involved in 
automated responses. Consistent with this, circuit mapping 
experiments in rodents have revealed connections from 

brainstem vagal sensory processing nuclei to the higher 
brain that presumably convey this ascending input needed 
for perceptual encoding (27). Interestingly, differences 
exist in the organisation of the ascending pathways wired 
to neurons of the nodose and jugular ganglia, suggestive 
of important, yet unexplored, differences in the higher-
level processing attributes of these distinct airway sensory 
pathways (28). In human brain imaging experiments, the 
experience of an urge-to-cough is accompanied by neural 
activity in a widely distributed brain network encompassing 
brainstem activations described above as well as activity 
in the somatosensory cortices, insula cortex, midcingulate 
cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, supplementary motor area and 
cerebellum (38). Furthermore, this network has also been 
deconstructed using fMRI to map the neural correlates 
of regions encoding distinct sensorimotor processing 
aspects of the urge-to-cough perception of stimulus 
location and intensity (39). Brain regions that play a role in 
spatial discrimination include the prefrontal and posterior 
parietal cortices, while stimulus intensity is encoded by the 
sensorimotor and anterior insula cortices (38,39).

Higher brain processes can also exert control over cough 
induction. Two independent fMRI studies have examined 
the supramedullary control of voluntary coughing in healthy 
participants (40,41). Both studies showed that the voluntary 
induction of cough activates widespread brain regions that 
occur in the sensorimotor cortex, supplementary motor 
area, orbitofrontal cortex, insula cortex, mid-cingulate 
cortex, ventral and mediodorsal thalamus, caudate, putamen 
and cerebellum (40,41). Notably, while cough induced with 
an accompanying airway stimulus is associated with some 
level of medullary activation, descending corticospinal 
rather than corticobulbar pathways have been suggested 
to regulate purely voluntary cough in which no ascending 
sensory inputs are present (7,40). However, fMRI studies 
have only used whole brain imaging approaches to examine 
voluntary coughing and therefore it is necessary that fMRI 
optimised for brainstem imaging, which would increase 
spatial resolution, is employed to assess if medullary 
activation, expected for such changes in the respiratory 
pattern, occurs. Additionally, two cough suppression 
networks have been identified in humans using functional 
brain imaging. The first can be recruited by placebo 
cough suppression paradigms and shares organisational 
overlap with the well described descending analgesia 
system that modulate pain perception (i.e., conditioned 
pain modulation), including a strong dependence on the 
activation of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex needed 
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for cognitive modulation of sensory processing (42,43). 
The second cough suppression network can be recruited 
voluntarily, and shares overlap with another commonly 
described motor suppression network in the brain required 
for response inhibition (18,40,44). The associated brain 
regions that are activated include the anterior insula, 
supplementary motor area, motor cingulate cortex and right 
inferior frontal gyrus (40). This is in line with evidence 
showing activation of these regions during volitional breath 
holding and response inhibition of non-respiratory motor 
and non-motor tasks (44,45). 

Neural mechanisms of cough hypersensitivity 

The description of the neural networks and processes 
governing airway sensory processing and cough above 
provides a framework to help understand how cough can 
become sensitised or upregulated in disease. The clinical 
phenotype of patients with cough hypersensitivity is 
increased cough frequency and enhanced cough sensitivity, 
which suggests that changes in two fundamental neural 
processes may be at play. Firstly, both increased cough 
sensitivity and enhanced cough frequency could reflect 
an increase in the activation or activation sensitivity of 
the vagal primary sensory neurons mediating cough. 
Alternatively, changes in cough and cough sensitivity 
could equally occur with altered neural processing in the 
brainstem or brain so as to alter the efficacy or ‘gain’ of 
the incoming sensory inputs. The latter could include 
processes that directly amplify incoming sensory inputs by 
making sensory integration sites more responsive to sensory 
inputs but could equally also include processes that reduce 
descending suppression network activity that ordinarily 
controls cough. Although the precise mechanisms that lead 
to these putative peripheral and central changes are unclear, 
support for both mechanisms are evident in the literature. 

Peripheral mediators of cough hypersensitivity 

The concept of peripheral sensitisation has been proposed to 
help explain the putative change in sensitivity of the airways 
to inhaled tussive stimuli. Peripheral sensitisation is well 
known to mediate other types of sensory hypersensitivity 
and encompasses inflammatory processes that alter 
primary sensory function (activity and excitability) and can 
additionally lead to molecular and structural plasticity in the 
primary sensory neurons themselves (46,47). The putative 
mechanisms involved depend on the peripheral release of 

many different inflammatory mediators, including protons, 
pro-inflammatory cytokines, neurotrophic factors and 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), each of which can activate 
cognate receptors on vagal cough sensory nerve fibres  
(48-52). A variety of cell types are potentially involved in 
the inflammatory response, depending on the nature of 
the underlying pathology, including epithelial and smooth 
muscle cells, resident and infiltrating immune cells (mast 
cells, macrophages and eosinophils), and perhaps neuronal 
support cells (glia) and the neurons themselves (49,51,53-56). 

Empirical evidence in support of peripheral sensitisation 
occurring in the inflamed airways is largely derived from 
animal studies, although the clinical presentation of 
many patients with chronic cough is supportive of similar 
processes in humans. In laboratory animals, allergic and viral 
induced inflammation leads to upregulation of Transient 
Receptor Potential Vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) and the induction 
of neuropeptides in nodose-derived mechanoreceptors 
(including those that can evoke cough), changing 
their excitability and responsivity to be more akin to a 
chemoreceptor sensory neuron (51,57-59). Indeed, bacterial 
inflammation in the lungs (evoked by lipopolysaccharide 
exposure) induces wide-spread gene changes in vagal 
ganglia (60), suggestive of an inflammatory signalling axis 
between the airways and nervous system. Consistent with 
this, vagal airway sensory neurons express receptors for 
a wide variety of prostanoids, chemokines, cytokines and 
other inflammatory mediators including receptors for 
PGE2, PGD2, interferons, TNFα and ATP (21,49,61-65) 
that are known to be elevated in the human airways during 
inflammation (52,66-71). When activated these receptors 
lead to sensory neuron action potential firing and/or a 
reduction in the threshold needed to activate the nerve 
terminals by other stimuli of neuronal activity (21,49,61-65).  
Importantly, this signalling axis may be bidirectional, as 
the release of neuropeptides by airway sensory nerves has 
been implicated in promoting inflammatory cell influx and 
activation (72,73). In models of inflammatory lung disease, 
targeting receptors of inflammatory mediators reduces 
cough hypersensitivity as does targeting TRP channels 
and other receptors that regulate sensory nerve activation 
(48,74-79). Although direct measurements of sensory nerve 
activity in humans are difficult, inhalation of inflammatory 
mediators, such as PGF2-α and PGE2, effectively sensitises 
capsaicin-evoked cough in healthy participants (80,81) 
and patients with chronic cough have altered nerve fibre 
profiles and elevated neuropeptides in the lung, consistent 
with neuronal plasticity (82-84). The preclinical animal 
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data provided a rationale for pursuing clinical trials with 
compounds targeting peripheral nerve terminals and/or 
the neuroinflammatory molecules such as substance P in 
cough. Antagonists for TRP (85,86) and neuronal sodium 
channels (87), thought to be important for neuronal 
activation, have so far performed poorly in clinical trials, as 
have peripherally acting antagonists for the neuropeptide, 
neurokinin 1 (NK1), receptor (10,88). 

An increasing focus on ATP

More promising clinical results have been obtained 
by targeting ATP mediated sensory nerve activation. 
ATP, and the metabolites adenosine diphosphate 
(ADP) and adenosine that are hydrolysed from ATP 
by ectonucleotidases, are essential mediators of many 
biological processes via purinergic receptors (89). P2X2 and 
P2X3 receptors are of particular interest with respect to 
the vagal sensory nerves mediating cough, as ATP has been 
shown to induce action potential firing via heteromeric 
P2X2/3 and weaker depolarizing currents via homomeric 
P2X3 receptors (21,64). While P2X3 subunits are rather 
ubiquitously expressed by both nodose and jugular derived 
airway sensory neurons, the P2X2 receptor subunit is 
restricted to the nodose ganglia (21,64). Consequently, ATP 
can directly activate nodose neurons but probably can only 
modulate the activity of jugular neurons. This is of interest 
as P2X3 selective antagonists are rapidly advancing through 
clinical trials as a novel treatment for chronic refractory 
cough. Leading this field is Gefapixant (also known as AF-
219 or MK-7624), a reversible allosteric antagonist of 
human P2X3 receptors and to a lesser extent P2X2/P2X3 
receptors, currently in Phase 3 clinical trials (90). Phase 2b 
results showed dose dependent reductions in awake cough 
frequency after 12 weeks of treatment compared to placebo, 
with a significant reduction in cough (−37%) with 50 mg 
of orally administered Gefapixant dosed twice daily (91). 
However, these effects were observed in the presence of a 
dose dependent increase in the adverse effect of dysgeusia (or 
taste distortions) (91). These taste effects are likely a result 
of inhibition of the P2X2/3 receptor which is essential on 
lingual sensory neurons for transducing taste (92). Other 
compounds entering or in phase 2 clinical trials, including 
BLU-593 [Bellus Health (93)], S-600918 [Shionogi (94)], 
Bay 1817080 and BAY 1902607 [Bayer (95)], are reportedly 
more selective for P2X3 and have limited effects on taste. 
Whether these compounds retain antitussive properties 
awaits the formal release of clinical trial data. 

Patients with conditions related to chronic cough, such 
as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and 
asthma, have increased concentrations of ATP in their 
breath condensate (70,71) and chronic refractory cough 
patients are more sensitive than healthy controls to inhaled 
ATP as a tussive stimulus (96-98). However, it remains 
unclear if increased extracellular ATP acts as a neural 
activator or sensitiser to upregulate cough. While airway 
sensory neurons expressing the P2X2/P2X3 heteromeric 
receptor can be activated by ATP (21,64), ATP inhalation 
is a relatively weak tussive stimulus in healthy guinea pigs 
and humans (30,96-99). This may in part be because the 
primary cough evoking vagal sensory fibres, the nodose Aδ 
cough receptors and jugular C-fibre chemoreceptors, do 
not induce action potential firing in response to ATP (4). 
This would cast doubt as to whether increased extracellular 
ATP alone is sufficient to directly stimulate cough evoking 
sensory neurons. 

Alternately, increased ATP may sensitise airway sensory 
nerves, rendering them more excitable to concomitant 
activation by other stimuli. In this regard, ATP has been 
shown to effectively potentiate citric acid evoked cough in 
animal studies (99). Intriguingly, this sensitising capacity 
appears not to be generic for all stimuli, as capsaicin evoked 
cough in animals and humans is unaffected by ATP (99). 
While protons can evoke cough via both nodose cough 
receptors and jugular chemoreceptors (100), capsaicin 
cough appears to be selectively mediated by jugular 
chemoreceptors (101). If our understanding of the role 
of nodose and jugular neurons in cough is correct, then 
these data may highlight an importance of nodose neurons 
involved in the sensitising effect of ATP. However, these 
data may equally suggest a unique relationship between 
purine and proton signalling in sensory neurons, and 
this could be of significance clinically as both ATP and 
protons are increased in inflammatory respiratory diseases 
(48,102). Consistent with this, a recent study assessing 
ATP and proton interactions in somatosensory neurons of 
the dorsal root ganglia confirms a functional interaction 
between the Acid Sensing Ion Channel 3 (ASIC3) and 
the P2X3 receptor, forming a cognate receptor that 
effectively enhances pain signalling (103). We have noted 
that adjusting the pH of ATP challenge solutions, from 
neutral to acidic, dramatically increases evoked cough 
in guinea pigs across a range of ATP challenge doses 
(Figure 1). Furthermore, analysis of our recent single cell 
transcriptomic profiling data, of airway projecting vagal 
sensory neurons in the mouse (104), suggests that the genes 
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for multiple ASICs are specifically enriched in neurons 
that express high levels of P2X3, but not P2X2, receptor 
mRNA (Figure 1). These are suggestive data but argue that 
additional work is warranted in this area. Indeed, if this 
potentiating effect of ATP on the cough response to acid 
aerosol inhalation is also present in humans, it could bring a 
new insight into the mechanism underlying the therapeutic 
efficacy of selective P2X3 antagonist in chronic refractory 
cough and suggest that more effective antitussives could 
result from targeting both purine and acid signalling in 
vagal sensory neurons.

Modulating ATP activity at vagal sensory neurons may 
also be achieved via targeting mechanisms involved in ATP 
release in the airways. At present, the cells that release 
ATP in chronic cough is not known, but epithelial cells 
are a primary candidate. Three cellular mechanisms for 
mediating ATP release have dominated the cough field 
and they are the hemichannel Pannexin 1, P2X7 receptor 
and TRPV4 and their associated interactions (105-108). 

However, recent studies have revealed that Pannexin1 
and P2X7 receptors are not essential for ATP release and 
signalling (109-111). Furthermore, the failure of a TRPV4 
antagonist (GSK2798745) to reduce cough in a recent 
clinical trial (112) also argues against any substantive role of 
TRPV4. Other avenues for modulating extracellular ATP 
concentrations have not been explored, but could include 
targeting ectonucleotidases that metabolize extracellular  
ATP (54), the vesicular nucleotide transporter (VNUT) 
shown to be the principle component for packaging ATP 
into secretory vesicles (113) and the more recently identified 
calcium homeostasis modulator 1 and 3 (CAHLM1 and 3),  
which are non-selective weakly voltage gated calcium 
permeable ion channels important for ATP release in taste 
cells (114-116). 

Central mediators of cough hypersensitivity

Central sensitisation is a process characterised by changes 

Figure 1 Gene expression and cough data in rodents that suggest the potential for synergistic purinergic and acid signalling in the airways. (A) 
Using whole body plethysmography, conscious freely moving adult guinea pigs were exposed to 2 mM, 20 mM and 200 mM of adenosine 
5’-triphophaste at neutral or acidic (≤5) pH. ATP was nebulized to the guinea pigs for 5-minutes, followed by a 10-minute response period. 
Each dose was separated by a one-minute period to allow respiratory parameters to return to baseline. The cumulative total coughs across 
doses were compared between the ATP acidic and ATP neutral conditions. *, P<0.05. (B) Violin plots assessing enrichment of Acid Sensing 
Ion Channel (Asic) mRNA in neurons with low or high expression of the purinergic receptor genes, P2rx2 and P2rx3. These analyses show 
that Asic1 and Asic2 are significantly (*, P<0.05 and ***, P<0.01) enriched in P2rx3 high expressing neurons, whereas none of the Asic genes 
were enriched in the P2rx2 high expressing neurons. RNA-seq data from murine airway specific vagal ganglia sensory neurons was obtained 
from (Mazzone et al., 2020). Asic4 was not detected in any cells analysed.
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in excitability of central neural pathways involved in 
processing sensory inputs from the periphery (46,47). 
Enhanced central nervous system (CNS) processing may 
involve neuroinflammatory mechanisms that activate glial 
cells, the primary cells regulating inflammatory states 
in the brain (117,118). This includes the activation of 
microglia and astrocytes which release mediators capable 
of sensitising CNS neurons and evoking molecular and 
structural plasticity in neurons (117,119-121), similar to that 
described above for the peripheral nervous system during 
inflammation. We have previously reviewed these processes 
in detail along with the experimental evidence for central 
sensitisation contributing to excessive cough in disease (122). 
Essentially, behavioural and regional brain signal changes 
during tussive challenges in patients show a common 
pattern, whereby the relationship between stimulus and 
response is shifted toward heightened sensitivity relative 
to outcomes from healthy people (Figure 2). Here we will 
restrict our discussion to two observations which support 
the notion that CNS circuits are functionally altered in 
humans with chronic cough.

Patients with chronic refractory cough demonstrate a 
heightened sensitivity to inhalation of the cough evoking 
compound capsaicin (18,123). Using functional brain 
imaging, we previously investigated brain responses to 
capsaicin inhalation in cough hypersensitivity patients. 
This approach involves the measurement of blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) signals which are an indicator of 
neural activity. Localised increases in cerebral blood flow 
is associated with increases in neural activity and fMRI 
measures of this response are used to infer neural responses. 
Using these measures cough hypersensitivity patients 
show increased neural activity in areas of the brainstem 
that may in turn contribute to a heightened sensitivity to 
cough stimuli (18). In particular, the midbrain cuneiformis 
nucleus, midbrain raphe nuclei and the periaqueductal gray 
all showed increased neural activity during cough challenge 
compared to healthy controls (18). In fact, increased 
sensitivity to capsaicin was strongly correlated with lateral 
midbrain regional activations, suggesting an upregulation 
of urge-to-cough neural circuits in chronic cough 
hypersensitivity (18). This was an interesting observation, 
as in conditions of chronic pain (124,125) where central 
sensitisation is known to occur, an upregulation of activity 
in similar midbrain regions has been reported to accompany 
the heighted perception of noxious stimuli. However, 
at present, the mechanisms leading to this heightened 
midbrain activity in cough patients remain unclear. 

Our brain imaging studies of cough patients also revealed 
an alternative mechanism for heightened cough sensitivity. 
Cough hypersensitive participants show reduced levels of 
activation in the central network that is enlisted during 
voluntary cough suppression during tussive challenges 
with capsaicin (18). This included diminished activity in 
the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, anterior mid cingulate 
cortex and inferior frontal gyrus (18). Intriguingly, the 
cough hypersensitive patients with the highest levels of 
uncontrolled coughing during capsaicin challenge tests also 
showed the largest reductions in cough suppression network 
activity (18). A recent clinical study directly investigating 
cough suppression capacity in chronic refractory cough 
patients showed that heightened capsaicin cough sensitivity 
was accompanied by a reduced capacity to voluntarily 
suppress evoked coughing (126). In an alternate cohort 
of cigarette smokers who instead experienced decreased 
sensitivity to cough evoking stimuli (i.e., higher threshold 
to elicit the urge-to-cough and cough), an opposite central 
neural phenotype was observed in that they responded to 
capsaicin challenge with increased activity in descending 
inhibitory network activity (127). Together these data 
suggest that changes in the efficacy of central inhibitory 
systems may play a significant role in determining cough in 
response to airway irritant stimuli. A failure to recruit cough 
suppression brain regions provides a prospective explanation 
for increased cough frequency in cough hypersensitivity 
syndrome and might provide a mechanism by which speech 
therapy helps to relieve excessive cough (i.e., by improving 
central control) (128,129). This general hypothesis is 
supported by the reported reduction in descending 
inhibitory control that occurs in pain hypersensitivity 
(130,131). 

Therapeutically targeting the putative CNS contributions 
to chronic cough may offer alternative approaches for cough 
control, although suitable central pharmacological targets 
are not fully defined. While opioids are key mediators 
of descending inhibition in pain (132) and morphine is 
useful clinically to treat cough, alternative approaches 
are warranted given the side-effects and dependency that 
accompany opioid use (10). Several putative centrally acting 
compounds (the central glutamate receptor antagonist 
Memantine and the central acetylcholine receptor agonist 
Bradanicline) failed to demonstrate cough suppression 
in recent clinical trials. Clinical trial data assessing 
the highly CNS penetrant NK1 receptor antagonist, 
Orvepitant, in chronic refractory cough patients is more 
encouraging. The results from Phase II trials suggests 
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Figure 2 Behavioural and regional brain activation responses to 
tussive challenges in healthy participants and patients with cough 
hypersensitivity syndrome. Participants inhaled two concentrations 
of nebulised capsaicin solution while they were undergoing fMRI 
scans. These concentrations were the maximum suppressible 
dose and a lower level of capsaicin. These stimuli were associated 
with reports of an urge-to-cough sensation and participants 
were instructed to suppress coughing during the scanning. 
Responses were confined to the sensory experience of urge-to-
cough and associated efforts to suppress cough. (A) Patients with 
cough hypersensitivity show increased levels of urge-to-cough in 
response to capsaicin inhalation, represented by a leftward shift in 
the stimulus/response function compared to values from healthy 
people. (B) Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal changes 
associated with inhalation of capsaicin at two concentrations 
also show increased levels of response among cough patients 
compared to controls. This evidence of sensitisation can be seen 
throughout the distributed brain regions that respond during 
capsaicin inhalation, and include the medulla, insula, thalamus 
(Thal), primary somatosensory cortex (SI), and midcingulate cortex 
(MCC). These sensitised responses could be related to a number 
of functional processes including the representation of the urge 
to cough sensation and active efforts to suppress coughing. This 
protocol does not provide any insights into activation associated 
with coughing. Left side of brain is on left side of image. Location 
of axial slices is at “z” mm distance below (−ve) or above (+ve) the 
anterior commissure in the Montreal Neurosciences Institute brain 
space.
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that Orvepitant has some efficacy for cough reduction, 
perhaps limited to a subset of patients, but interestingly 
has more pronounced and significant improvements to 
cough patient reported quality of life measures (133). This 
could argue a mechanism of action within cognitive brain 
areas involved in processing airway sensory inputs and is 
suggestive that heightened cough frequency and the altered 
affective dimension of excessive cough may involve different 
mechanisms. Much more work is needed in this space to 
resolve these interesting possibilities. 

Conclusions

Cough is a troublesome symptom for patients and a 
challenge to treat for clinicians. Restoring normal cough 
sensitivity and reducing excessive cough is preferred 
over complete cough suppression, given the important 
role cough plays in normal pulmonary health. Evidence 
supports a role for both peripheral and central changes in 
cough neural pathways (Figure 3) and at present the most 
promising therapeutic targets for controlling cough are 

Figure 3 Stylised cartoon summarising putative peripheral and central processes leading to cough hypersensitivity. The airways are 
innervated by differing subsets of vagal sensory nerve fibres, some of which evoke coughing when activated. (A) It is hypothesised that 
patients with chronic cough have elevated levels of proinflammatory mediators, including ATP, protons, cytokines, interferons and others. 
These are likely released by airway structural cells and/or resident and infiltrating inflammatory cells. Vagal sensory nerve terminals within 
the airway mucosa express a range of receptors for these proinflammatory mediators and when activated open neuronal ion channels leading 
to altered sensory neuron activity and, over time, neural phenotype. Blocking sensory nerve activation by inflammatory mediators (namely 
with P2X3 receptor antagonists) has proved promising in recent clinical trials but fails to completely suppress excessive coughing, suggesting 
multiple mechanisms may need to be targeted. Blocking sensory neuron ion channel activity has so far been disappointing in human cough 
trials. (B) Vagal sensory neurons input to the brainstem and connect into circuits that ascend to the higher brain. Reflex cough, the urge 
to cough and behavioural modulation of coughing can occur through these lower and higher order brain circuits, the latter involving 
descending pathways that modulate ascending inputs at various levels of the neural pathway. Evidence supports an imbalance of ascending 
excitatory activity and reduced descending inhibitory activity in brain networks controlling cough in patients with cough hypersensitivity. 
Restoring this balance with drugs that target sensory processing (e.g., NK1 receptor antagonists) or descending control (e.g., GABA and 
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor agonists) have been recently trialled with mixed success. See text for further details. Abbreviations: ASIC, 
Acid Sensing Ion Channels; CytR, unspecified cytokine receptors, IFNAR, interferon receptors; P2X3, sensory neuron specific purinergic 
(ATP) receptor.
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via modulation of purinergic signalling on vagal sensory 
neurons and central processing that perhaps involves NK1 
receptors. However, as neither of these targets appear 
to completely resolve troublesome cough, more work is 
needed, and other opportunities exist for future discoveries 
to impact chronic cough. 
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